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1. INTRODUCTION

We have many ways to describe the world for communication between people: texts,
gestures, sign languages, and face expressions are all ways of sharing meaning. Language is unique among communication systems in that its compositionality through
syntax allows a limitless number of meanings to be expressed. Such meaning ultimately must be tied to perception of the world. This is usually referred to as the symbol
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Fig. 1. The 3Rs in computer vision [Malik et al. 2016], which are reconstruction, reorganization, and
recognition.

grounding problem [Harnad 1990]. Language without perception would be a pure abstraction; perception without language, on the other hand, is unable to go far beyond
simple conditioned responses.
In human perception, visual information is the dominant modality for acquiring
knowledge of the world—about 30% of the human brain is dedicated to visual processing. To what extent language is directly involved in the visual process is still a matter of
debate. However, in the attempt to achieve artificial intelligence, making use of certain
aspects of language provides interpretability and enables productive human-machine
interaction. In order to bridge language and vision, let us first revisit some of the major
tasks in both language and vision.
1.1. Computer Vision Tasks and Their Relationships to Natural Language Processing

Computer Vision (CV) tasks can be summarized by the concept of 3Rs [Malik et al.
2016], which are reconstruction, recognition, and reorganization. Reconstruction involves estimating the three-dimensional (3D) scene that gave rise to a particular visual
image. It can be accomplished using a variety of processes incorporating information
from multiple views, shading, texture, or direct depth sensors. Reconstruction process
result in a 3D model, such as point clouds or depth images. Some examples for reconstruction tasks are Structure from Motion, scene reconstruction, and shape from
shading. Recognition involves both 2D problems (like handwritten recognition, face
recognition, scene recognition, or object recognition), and 3D problems (like 3D object
recognition from point clouds which assists in robotics manipulation). Recognition results in assigning labels to objects in the image. Reorganization involves bottom-up
vision: segmentation of the raw pixels into groups that represent the structure of the
image. Reorganization tasks range from low-level vision like edge, contour, and corner
detection, intrinsic images, and texture segmentation to high-level tasks like semantic
segmentation [Tu et al. 2005; Carreira and Sminchisescu 2010; Socher et al. 2011],
which has an overlapping contribution to recognition tasks. A scene can be segmented
based on low-level vision [Martin et al. 2004; Teo et al. 2015] or high-level information
like shadow segmentation [Horprasert et al. 1999; Ecins et al. 2014] that utilizes class
information. All of these tasks can be viewed as fact finding from visual data. In the
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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Fig. 2. Connecting the 3Rs in computer vision to language by way of semantic information. In the scene, a
man cuts a red apple with a knife. There are many interpretation of the depicted image to be recognized from
a cartoon level of perception by organization from reconstructed object models. Semantic representations can
provide information from language to guide the interpretation of the objects, actions, events, and relations
in the scene.

Fig. 3. The Vauquois triangle for machine translation [Vauquois 1968] with added pragmatic transfer.
Pragmatics also captures meaning but it goes beyond standard semantics to consider context [Levinson
2001].

words of David Marr, “vision is the process of discovering from images what is present
in the world, and where it is [Marr 1982].”
The output from one task can provide information that helps another task, so reconstruction, reorganization, and recognition can each support the other two. For example,
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3D faces that are the outputs of a reconstruction task can give more information and
assist face recognition [Bronstein et al. 2005]. On the other hand, recognition can give
prior knowledge to create an object-specific 3D model for a reconstruction task [Barron
and Malik 2015]. For reorganization and recognition, reorganization can provide contours, regions, and object candidates for object recognition [Pont-Tuset et al. 2016]. In
the opposite direction, recognition can generate object proposal regions for segmentation [Hariharan et al. 2014]. This can also be viewed as recognition providing context
for reorganization [Heitz and Koller 2008]. For reorganization and reconstruction, a
symmetry assumption can guide reorganization and reconstruction for 3D cluttered
scene segmentation [Ecins et al. 2016]. The best ways to make use of low-level features
such as edges or contours to provide information to reconstruction and vice versa are
links still under investigation.
Recognition tasks are most closely connected to language since the output is likely
to be interpretable as words. Semantic representations [Gärdenfors 2014; Gupta 2009]
connect language and vision in this scenario. For example, object or scene classes can be
represented by concrete nouns, activities by a subclass of verbs, and object attributes
by adjectives. Relations between objects or object and scene are often expressed by
prepositions. Temporal relations of an object and an activity can be seen as adverbs.
Reorganization tasks deal with a lower-level feature set that can be interpreted as
primitive parts of shapes, textures, colors, regions, and motions. These primitive parts
build up to higher-level vision: They do not typically refer to any specific object or
scene that can be described in words, but they are essential for learning new words as
they implicitly describe object or scene properties. Reconstruction sometimes involves
3D geometry and real-world physics, which provide richer object or scene properties
than reorganization tasks. Reconstruction is currently used for real-time high-precision
robotics that make use of the recovered depth dimension. This is essential for robot
action manipulation [Maldonado et al. 2012].
1.2. Natural Language Processing Tasks and Their Relationships to Computer Vision

Following the Vauquois triangle for machine translation [Vauquois 1968], Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks can be summarized into concepts ranging from syntax
to semantics and to pragmatics at the top level to achieve communication. Syntax includes morphology (the study of word forms) and compositionality (the composition of
smaller language units like words to larger units like phrases or sentences). Semantics
is the study of meaning, including finding finding relations between words, phrases,
sentences or discourse. Pragmatics studies how meaning changes in the presence of a
specific context. For instance, an ironic sentence cannot be correctly interpreted without any side information that indicates the indirectness in the speaker’s intention.
Ambiguity in language interpretation a main obstacle for an intelligent system to overcome and achieve language understanding [Quiroga-Clare 2003]. Some complex tasks
in NLP include machine translation, information extraction, dialog interface, question
answering, parsing, and summarization.
There is always meaning lost when translating between one language and another.
When “translating” between the low-level pixels or contours of an image and a highlevel description in word labels or sentences, there is a wide chasm to be crossed.
Bridging the Semantic Gap [Zhao and Grosky 2002] means building a bridge from
visual data to language data like words or phrases. To give some specific examples,
labeling an image patch that contains an object with a word is object recognition.
Labeling a background in an image is scene recognition. Assigning words for pixel
grouping is semantic segmentation [Tu et al. 2005; Carreira and Sminchisescu 2010;
Socher et al. 2011]. If we know how the words are related to each other, then it can
give a clue for visual processing to better disambiguate different visual constructs. For
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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Fig. 4. From the Vanquois triangle in NLP to computer vision by commonsense reasoning. Suppose we have
a video of a sporting event and we want to predict what will happen next. Using commonsense knowledge,
the system can focus on the relevant actors, objects, and actions that can be thought of given a situation as
its attention and awareness mechanisms that involve both language and vision. The system can predict the
next action that is that runner will jump from language (compositional semantics—action grammar), vision
(lexical semantics—recognitions), and logical inference (formal semantics—from facts).

instance, a knife is more likely to cut a cucumber than a chair in a kitchen because the
meaning of their interaction is presented as a concept in the real world.
1.3. Categorization of the Current State in Vision and Language

The development of techniques devoted to the integration of vision and language did
not happen in a top down deliberate manner, where researchers came up with a set
of principles which then defined the subsequent details of the research projects. Those
techniques were rather developed in a more bottom-up way, where some pioneers identified particular problems in specific domains, attempted many candidate solutions,
and reported a satisfactory outcome. To impose some order on this situation, we have
created a matrix where the rows represent vision and the columns represent language
and reasoning (Tables I and II).
The 3Rs of vision described above divide the topic of vision well, and so each row
corresponds to each of the 3Rs. The columns come from the structure of Language and
Reasoning: lexical semantics, compositional semantics, formal semantics, and distributional semantics. Lexical semantics have to do with parts of speech: nouns, adjectives,
verbs, prepositions, and so on. Compositional semantics are related to parsing and
grammars and formal semantics to predicate and λ-calculus. Finally, distributional
semantics concern the use of latent variables (word2vec, embeddings, deep learning
etc.). As an example, looking at the third row and first column square, we find many
works where words are associated with visual data for the purpose of recognition. Such
works are of course at the high visual level, but the association could also be used in the
lower levels, such as the first row or the second. Similarly, the problems of image and
video captioning or visual story telling fall into the intersection of the third row with
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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-3D Semantic
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**Reconstruction**
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-Referring Expression
Section 3.3
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(Parsing)

-Semantic Parsing for
Referring Expression
Section 3.3

[Semantic Parsing
on Early Vision?]

Formal
Semantics
(λ-calculus)

-DSMs on Colors
-Deep Structured
Prediction
Section 4.4.2
-[3D DSMs ?]
-3D Deep Learning
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(Latent Variables)

**Recognition**
-Attributes
-Visual Captioning
-Visual Question
-DSMs on Descriptors
Object
-Affordance
-Story Telling
Answering
-DSMs on Attributes
Scene
-Spatial Relation
-Attribute Grammar
Section 2.3
-Deep Learning,
Action
-Force and Condition
-Action Grammar
Attention and Memory
Event
Section 2.1.1 and 3.3
Section 2.2 and 2.1.1
Section 4.4.2
The Rows Represents Vision and the Columns Represents Language and Reasoning. Each Cell Refers to Concepts That Involve Vision and Language
as Long as the Corresponding Section Number in This Survey Article. The Interesting Questions That Might Not Have Been Asked Are in Brackets.
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-Class-based Contour
Section 1.1
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(Part-of-speech)

Table I. Our Proposed Categorization for Recent Vision and Language Literatures
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XXX
X
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Table II. The Taxonomy of Representative Works According to Our Proposed Categorization
for Recent Vision and Language Literatures in Table I
Vision Task
Reorganization

Reconstruction

Recognition

Vision Task
Reorganization

Reconstruction
Recognition

Language/Reasoning
Lexical
Compositional
Semantics
Semantics
[Uijlings and Ferrari 2015]
[Socher et al. 2011]
[Myers et al. 2015]
[Tu et al. 2005]
[Tighe and Lazebnik 2010]
[Fouhey et al. 2016]
[Liu et al. 2014b]
[Gupta et al. 2015]
[Chang et al. 2014]
[Lai and Fox 2010]
[Barnard and Forsyth 2001]
[Pastra and Aloimonos 2012]
[Farhadi et al. 2009]
[Aksoy et al. 2011]
[Sadeghi and Farhadi 2011]
[Farhadi et al. 2010]
[Yao et al. 2011]
[Xu et al. 2015a]
[Park et al. 2016]
[Yu and Siskind 2013]

Language/Reasoning
Distributional
Semantics
[Bruni et al. 2012]
[McMahan and Stone 2015]
[Long et al. 2015]
[Fang et al. 2013]
[Wu et al. 2015a]
[Thomason et al. 2015]
[Dosovitskiy et al. 2015]
[Aditya et al. 2015]
[Sukhbaatar et al. 2015]
[Kojima et al. 2002]
[Yeung et al. 2016]
[Antol et al. 2015]
[Bruni et al. 2014]
[Zettlemoyer and Collins 2005]
[Silberer et al. 2013]
[Poon and Domingos 2009]
[Srivastava and Salakhutdinov 2014]
[Andreas et al. 2016b]
[He et al. 2016]
[Hand and Chellappa 2016]
Formal
Semantics
[Missing work]

The Rows Represents Vision and the Columns Represents Language and Reasoning. Each
Cell Refers to Works That Involve Vision and Language.

the column on compositional semantics. Finally, the table not only classifies existing
research but also predicts interesting questions that might not have been asked.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 will provide a survey of language and
vision literature in the multimedia domain. Section 3 will provide another survey of
language and vision works in robotics applications. Section 4 will focus on distributional
semantics in language and vision. Section 5 will summarize the state-of-the-art in
combining language and vision and state current limitations. Finally, Section 6 will
conclude and provide suggestions for future directions.
2. LANGUAGE AND VISION FOR MULTIMEDIA

Multimedia files contain images, videos, and natural language texts. They are often
harvested from the Internet. For example, a news article may contain news that was
written by a journalist and a photo related to the news content. There may be a clip
video that contains a reporter, and a video that depicts the snapshot of the scene where
the event in the news occurred. The co-occurrence between an image and texts signals
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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Table III. Bloom’s Taxonomy Applied to Vision and Language. The Framework Amounts to
Developing Systems That Can Answer Questions About a Scene (Image/Video). These
Questions Form a Hierarchy Starting from Simpler Ones Whose Answer Can Be Easily
Discovered in the Scene Itself to Progressively More Difficult Questions Whose Answer
Must Be Inferred, Planned, Visualized, or Reasoned. Many of the Harder Questions
Have to Do With Intention, Causation, Prediction, and Utility Optimization
Bloom’s Taxonomy

KNOWLEDGE

COMPREHENSION
APPLICATION

ANALYSIS
SYNTHESIS
EVALUATION

Vision and Language Understanding through asking questions about the scene
(images/videos)
What and where questions. The system should recognize nouns,
attributes, verbs, action and label events
(I have seen this before)
Why and whats next questions. The system should recognize intention, causality and should be able to predict the immediate future
(I can predict what will happen).
How to questions. The system should be able to perform a command
given in language
(like stir the coffee)
How much, how many, how similar, how different questions. The
system should be able to recognize and relate the constituent components of an event.
How to achieve a goal questions. The system should be able to produce plans by using the event space.
How good, how fast, how accurate questions. The system should be
able to optimize in the space of events
(or plans)

that they are related. An image in the news [Berg et al. 2004], for example, is likely
to have a face, and the accompanying news text will help identify the face, including
a lot of side information about that person such as occupation, age or gender. This
requires that the coreference between the news text and the face can be accurately
discovered. Another example of finding the relationship between images and texts is
entry-level categorization [Ordonez et al. 2013] by finding its natural description, the
way people refer to an object in practice. A word makes sense when used to describe a
specific object depending on contexts. That word can be easily used for an appropriate
and unambiguous communication if it is the word people use naturally.
Language and visual data provide two sets of information that are combined into the
whole story. This conforms to the theory of semiotics [Greenlee 1978], which is the study
of the relations of signs and their meanings. Semiotics has an analogous viewpoint to
the NLP concepts from the previous section [Morris 1938]. First, semiotics studies the
relationship between signs and meaning—the semantics of signs. Second, the formal
relation between signs is equivalent to syntax. Third, the way humans interpret signs
in context is equivalent to pragmatics. If we consider purely visual signs, then this leads
to the conclusion that semiotics can also be approached by computer vision, extracting
interesting signs for NLP to realize the corresponding meanings.
The tasks for language and vision in multimedia mainly fall into three categories:
visual properties description, visual description, and visual retrieval.
2.1. Visual Properties Description

2.1.1. Attribute-Based Vision. Associating words and pictures [Barnard and Forsyth
2001] is a form of the recognition task in CV. Object recognition traditionally tries
to categorize an image to a fixed set of name tags. Farhadi [2011] argues that an image
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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Fig. 5. The traditional computer vision framework which passively outputs language.

has more information than just a set of name tags, and categorization should change
to description. Attribute-based recognition [Farhadi et al. 2009; Lampert et al. 2009;
Kumar et al. 2009] describes and summarizes object properties in words in which an unusual property of that object can be detected and recognizing novel objects can be done
with a few or zero training examples from category textual descriptions. The attributes
may be binary values for some easily recognizable properties like four-legged animal
or walking left. However, some properties may not be easily recognizable, like smiling. For these types of properties, the relative attributes [Parikh and Grauman 2011]
help describe the strength of the property in each image by using a learning-to-rank
framework [Liu 2009].
The key is that the attributes will provide a set of contexts as a knowledge source for
recognizing a specific object by its properties. The attributes can be discovered using a
classifier that learns a mapping from an image to each property [Farhadi et al. 2009;
Lampert et al. 2009]. The attribute words become an intermediate representation that
helps bridge the semantic gap between the visual space and the label space. In other
words, the attributes are textual abstractions of an object. This introduces another
dimension for feature engineering in which there are common features that can be
shared across tasks [Farhadi et al. 2010], such as object parts, and some features that
will be task-specific and unique for each task, such as the hardness of a diamond or
the softness of gold when exposed to heat. Most attributes will be shared for objects in
the same category. Hence, this enables a paradigm of zero-shot learning in which we
can predict the class label of an unknown object given just the attributes. Zero-shot
learning is very similar to text classification in NLP if attributes are thought of as
words in a document, and we are trying to label that document.
From this viewpoint, we can incorporate the feature learning framework into
attribute-based recognition. That is, we need to determine the possible set of attributes,
whether they are words, phrases, or sentences. Also, which attributes should be used,
to recognize what kind of object, becomes a feature selection problem that will impact
the recognition performance explicitly. In addition, it can be further inferred that a
specific set of words will correspond to a specific set of objects. Fu et al. [2015] proposed
learned visual attributes with data in an unsupervised setting with feature selection
but with visual words rather than textual words. Predicting visual attributes fall into
the category of traditional computer vision framework (Figure 5). These traditional
systems consider either images or videos as an input and create meaningful output
attributes. For zero-shot learning, the system takes attributes as the input and output
class labels.
Attributes can be incorporated into a more advanced feature learning framework.
For parsing, Park et al. [2016] proposed an attribute and-or grammar (A-AOG) model
that simultaneously predicts human body pose and human attributes in a parse graph
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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in which attributes are augmented to nodes in the parse tree. For multitask learning,
Hand and Chellappa [2016] depicted an improved concept of attributes, where features
in different convolutional neural networks are shared based on word relation.
Attribute-based vision was found useful in many specific applications where property
contexts are crucial and informative, including animal recognition [Berg et al. 2006;
Lampert et al. 2009], face recognition [Berg et al. 2004; Kumar et al. 2009], finding
iconic images [Berg and Berg 2009], unsupervised attribute recovery on web data
[Berg et al. 2010], and object identification for robotics [Sun et al. 2013]. Recognizing
an image should result in a rich meaning that informatively describes what is going
on in the image. Beyond words in isolation, phrases [Sadeghi and Farhadi 2011] and
sentences [Farhadi et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2011] can expand more dimensions from an
image.
2.1.2. Human Object Interaction (HOI) Prediction. Another aspect of predicting object properties is to understand actions. Any human action can be described by many different
verbs, depending on the point of view of the speaker; conversely, each verb potentially
describes a class of actions. In this way, verbs can behave for actions like attributes
do for objects. Action verbs often involve human subjects and physical objects as their
predicate arguments. (This differs from recognizing human activity using attributes
[Liu et al. 2011], which is similar to object properties prediction.) To recognize actions,
verbs and objects need to be recognized and human poses need to be estimated [Yao
et al. 2011]. The recognition relies mostly on discriminative classifiers like SVMs. However, this is a special setting where class-imbalance and multilabel correlation should
be considered. Verbs can encompass a variety of visually distinct actions: cutting a tree
and cutting a cucumber involve different tools, poses, and tools. Some representative
data sets for HOI prediction are Stanford action 40 [Yao et al. 2011], Trento Universal
Human Object Interaction Dataset (TUHOI) [Le et al. 2014], and Humans Interacting
with Common Objects (HICO) [Chao et al. 2015]. The datasets used before TUHOI and
HICO were typically relatively small.
Gupta and Malik [2015] believe that just predicting HOI without semantic role understanding is not adequate, because such prediction lacks fine-grained information in
the output. They introduced the V-COCO dataset in which people are shown performing multiple actions at once and assigns roles for each object that is involved with each
action. In contrast to traditional HOI prediction, V-COCO encourages object detectors
instead of discriminative classifiers. This serves as an introduction of semantic role labeling (which is a well-known task in NLP) to CV. Language resources like FrameNet
[Baker et al. 1998] and the VerbNet [Schuler 2005] ontology are used as a commonsense knowledge source for NLP. Along the same line, Yatskar et al. [2016] introduces
the imSitu dataset, and a structured prediction baseline: a Conditional Random Field
(CRF) on the top of a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The baseline shows its
superiority to traditional discriminative classifiers like SVMs. The ability to reliably
assign semantic roles to objects in images associated with actions will make this a
useful type of tool on which to build intelligent responsive agents.
2.2. Visual Description

2.2.1. Image Captioning. The grammatical structure of a sentence provides a more informative description of an image than a bag of unordered words. Images often come
with accompanying text that tells a story. For example, an image from a sport headline
may depict the decisive moment of the game and the corresponding text will describe
the details. To be assigned a concrete meaning, terms should have interpretations that
are visually discoverable [Dodge et al. 2012]. Sentence generation systems may discard
nouns or adjectives that are non-visual from their visual recognition results to reduce
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 4, Article 71, Publication date: December 2016.
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bias errors. Scene information can also reduce bias errors in object recognition since
only a specific set of objects will naturally occurs in a given scene [Yu et al. 2011].
Collecting captions from visually similar images can generate good descriptions.
Ordonez et al. [2011] finds the best caption from the most visually similar image based
on content matching, where the distance measurement consists of the object, people,
stuf,f and scene detectors. Kuznetsova et al. [2012] goes further by summarizing the
captions from the candidate similar images. The motivation for borrowing captions
from similar images is that measuring similarity between visual features is easier
than measuring in both visual and text features. Nearest-neighbor methods are shown
to work well for image captioning by the remarkable automatic evaluation scores given
a good embedding space by Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) [Hodosh
et al. 2013] or Neural Networks [Socher et al. 2014].
To generate a sentence describing an image, a certain amount of low-level visual
information needs to be extracted. Objects, Actions, Scenes triplets can be used to
represent meaning as a Markov Random Field of potential edges [Farhadi et al. 2010].
Then, the parameters are learned using human annotated examples. Considering partof-speech, the quadruplets of Nouns, Verbs, Scenes, Prepositions can represent meaning extracted from visual detectors [Yang et al. 2011]. Visual modules extract objects
that are either a subject or an object in the sentence. Then a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) is used to decode the most probable sentence from a finite set of quadruplets
along with some corpus-guided priors for verb and scene (preposition) predictions. Li
et al. [2011] represents meaning using objects (nouns), visual attributes (adjectives),
and spatial relationships (prepositions) as adj1, obj1, prep, adj2, obj2. Then the
sentence is generated by phrase fusion using web-scale n-grams for determining probabilities. Babytalk [Kulkarni et al. 2013] goes further by using CRF for predicting
the best adj1, obj1, prep,  adj2, obj2 triplet. Then the output is decoded using a
language model and generated as a template-based sentence.
Midge [Mitchell et al. 2012] makes an additional improvement by tying syntactic
models to visual detections so the template is more relaxed and the sentence looks more
natural. Visual Dependency Grammar [Elliott and Keller 2013] proposes dependency
constraints, such as spatial relations of pixels, so the visual detection stage will have a
structured output to be fed into a template-based generation system. This step reduces
noise from object detectors and provides more stability given gold standard region
annotations. Recent methods use a CNN to detect visual features and using Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) [Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015a] or Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) [Vinyals et al. 2015] to generate the sentence description. Both methods are
implemented in the NeuralTalk2 system.1 Xu et al. [2015a] incorporates the attention
mechanism to learn to describe the salient object in an image. Another approach [Aditya
et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2015b; Zhu et al. 2015b] uses commonsense knowledge to generate
more humanlike sentences based on pragmatic knowledge.
Some standard datasets for image captioning are Flickr8k [Hodosh et al. 2013],
Flickr30k [Young et al. 2014], and MS COCO [Chen et al. 2015a]. Other interesting
datasets include the Amazon product data [McAuley et al. 2015a, 2015b], the Comprehensive Cars (CompCars) dataset [Yang et al. 2015c], and Visual Genome [Krishna et al.
2016]. For a recent trend of image captioning datasets, Ferraro et al. [2015] provides a
detailed explanation along with an empirical evaluation across standard datasets.
Automatic evaluation metrics like BLEU [Papineni et al. 2002], ROUGE [Lin 2004],
METEOR [Elliott and Keller 2013], or CIDEr [Vedantam et al. 2015], developed
for evaluating natural language processing tasks like machine translation or text
summarization, can be used for evaluating generated image captions. Elliott and Keller
1 https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2.
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Fig. 6. The early vision and language framework which passively utilizes high-level language information
as an additional information context.

[2014] provide a comparison among BLEU, ROUGE, and METEOR that reports a weak
correlation with human judgments for BLEU. METEOR has the strongest correlation
but is still far from real human judgments. Another evaluation approach is human
evaluation using Amazon Mechanical Turks or CrowdFlower, which employs metrics
like relevance and thoroughness [Aditya et al. 2015] or readability, correctness, and
humanlikeness [Yang et al. 2015a]. Bernardi et al. [2016] provides another comparison
on image captioning systems.
As a general framework (Figure 6), most methods in image captioning are trying to
either model language information as another layer on top or jointly model language
and vision simultaneously by a carefully designed loss function or algorithm. These
systems consider structural multimodal input and create structural output in contrast
to the traditional system.
2.2.2. Video Captioning. A video can be described by a sentence or a discourse that
is a structured set of sentences that tells a specific story. A sentence prior can be
learned from web-scale corpora to bias the model and penalize unlikely combinations of
actors/actions/objects [Guadarrama et al. 2013]. Motion tracking for improved activity
recognition, and event semantics (which describe the motion, force dynamics, action or
activity that happens in a video under a specific situation) can both improve the results
on activity understanding [Siskind 2001].
The sentence tracker [Barbu et al. 2012a, 2012b; Barrett et al. 2016; Yu and Siskind
2013; Siddharth et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015b] is the first such system that has been proposed. It links the compositional structure of languages and the compositional structure
of video events using natural language semantics and three essential computer vision
tasks, which are tracking, object detection, and event recognition. These three tasks are
done simultaneously using a single cost function including the attention mechanism
to focus on the most salient event to produce the best sentence description for activity
recognition.
From a natural language processing perspective, the sentence tracker utilizes lexical
semantics and contains the information of “who did what to whom, and where and how
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they did it” [Barbu et al. 2012a]. An object is described as a noun phrase; the observed
action is described as a verb; object properties are described as adjectives; spatial
relations between objects are described by prepositions; and the event characteristics
are represented as prepositions and adverbs. The system has a predefined vocabulary
and a sentence is composed using a set of predefined grammars.
The sentence tracker can be divided into two subsystems [Barbu et al. 2012a]. The
first subsystem consists of three steps. First, object detection is performed with a
high-recall setting. Second, tracking with forward projection to increase precision is
performed. Third, the optimal set of detections is chosen using dynamic programming
with the Viterbi algorithm, outputting a result consistent with the optical flow. For the
second subsystem, events are recognized using HMMs, also computed using the Viterbi
algorithm. The unified objective function from the final step of the first subsystem and
the second subsystem can be merged, since both are based on HMMs. The sentence
tracker has been tested in three scenarios: sentence-guided focus of attention [Barbu
et al. 2012b; Siddharth et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015b], sentence generation [Barbu et al.
2012a; Yu and Siskind 2013; Siddharth et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015b], and video retrieval
[Barrett et al. 2016; Siddharth et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015b].
Video captioning can also use meaning representations such as action concept
hierarchy [Kojima et al. 2002], Subject, Verb, Object triplets with text-mined
knowledge [Krishnamoorthy et al. 2013], and semantic hierarchies [Guadarrama
et al. 2013] or Subject, Verb, Object, Place quadruplets that use a factor graph for
inference [Thomason et al. 2014]. These works try to emphasize the requirement of
the ideal system that can handle videos in the wild with a large vocabulary and are
not restricted to a limited domain, such as “cooking.”
Recent approaches deploy powerful deep-learning frameworks to model both image
and word sequences. These approaches can support a larger vocabulary than other
methods that have a small set of predefined vocabulary [Venugopalan et al. 2015b].
Similar to image captioning, Venugopalan et al. [2015b] combines a sequence of
CNN and another two sequences of LSTM to generate sentence description from
video. AlexNet is deployed as a pretrained CNN model, and the output features
are mean-pooled before feeding to the LSTM sentence decoding layer. This work
is inspired by Donahue et al. [2015], which uses CRF to extract image features
for the intermediate representation for an LSTM. Venugopalan et al. [2015a]
makes an improvement to Venugopalan et al. [2015b] that discards the temporal
information and models the image frames as a bag-of-images. It is able to add
temporal information between image frames by feeding optical flow features to a
CNN and incorporates temporal information with a modified LSTM. Venugopalan
et al. [2015a] claims their S2VT system2 as the first sequence-to-sequence model since
the system can jointly handle a variable number of input frames, learn temporal
structure of the video, and learn the language model. Xu et al. [2015b] makes a
further improvement by using multi-scale image frames that use CNN on the whole
image frame and fully connected convolutional neural network (FCN) for simulating
receptive fields in small regions. Then, a Multiple Instance Learning framework
is used to combine multiple CNN and FCN models. A similar idea is deployed in
Johnson et al. [2016] that exhibits better object localization for video captioning. Yao
et al. [2015] also makes an improvement to the S2VT system [Venugopalan et al. 2015a]
by using 3D spatial-temporal CNN to capture both local and global temporal structures
in a video with the temporal attention mechanism using the soft alignment method
[Bahdanau et al. 2014] borrowed from neural machine translation. Yu et al. [2015c]
refines the CNN-LSTM system [Venugopalan et al. 2015a] by introducing hierarchical
2 https://vsubhashini.github.io/s2vt.html.
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recurrent neural networks (hierarchical RNN) to enable the system to describe a long
video with multiple sentences or a paragraph, since the sentence decoder with the
hierarchical RNN will be able to capture long-term dependencies between sentences.
Another interesting direction in video captioning attempts to perform movie captioning by aligning movie frames with sentences and paragraphs [Zhu et al. 2015a]
or book chapters [Tapaswi et al. 2015] from the novelization of the movie. Zhu et al.
[2015a] also relies on deep learning (specifically context-aware CNN and LSTM), but
this system goes beyond words by having a sentence embedding representation from
skip-thought vectors [Kiros et al. 2015]. Tapaswi et al. [2015] aligns book chapters with
movies, which is simpler and can be done with finding shortest path on graphs, similar
to gene alignments.
Some datasets for video captioning are the Microsoft Research Video Description
Corpus (MSVD) [Chen and Dolan 2011], the TACoS Multi-Level corpus [Rohrbach
et al. 2014], YouCook [Das et al. 2013], Montreal Video Annotation Dataset (M-VAD)
[Torabi et al. 2015], and the MPII Movie Description dataset [Rohrbach et al. 2015].
Ferraro et al. [2015] provides some explanations and experiments for recent video
captioning datasets.
2.3. Visual Question Answering

Visual Question Answering (vQA) [Antol et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2015a] is a rich new task in
which senses and knowledge from the textual question must be considered in the visual
extraction process to generate the correct answer. vQA is similar to image captioning
in that the output is textual descriptions of images. However, it is a much more difficult
task to answer queries well based on given visual information, because it is impossible
to simply use generic descriptions to avoid true, deep image understanding. First,
the classical “to know what is where by looking” [Marr 1982] is still applied in the
sense that the answer must correctly recognize objects and background, along with the
spatial relations between them. Second, the contextual information needs to be able to
answer ‘when, for what, and how?” [Parikh 2009] to make sure that this information
is relevant. For example, a scene can visually differ from summer to winter, and in
this this context, a shovel should be used to clean out snow piles in front of the house.
The main challenge in vQA lies in the design of meaning representation and system
mechanisms that extract the information and perform a reasoning process on them.
The meaning representation depends on the nature of the data. For a static single
image, object and scene relations will often suffice, and the system needs to generate
sentence descriptions [Antol et al. 2015]. But if the data are an image sequence or
video, the system needs to model the temporal dimension of what is going on in the
image sequence, whether it is an activity, causal event, or any other thing that changes
over time. Tapaswi et al. [2016] proposes a question-answering dataset similar to vQA
[Antol et al. 2015]. The proposed system uses a memory network [Sukhbaatar et al.
2015] to model three-way relationships of story, question, and answer for the question
answering task.
Another thing to be considered is the system mechanism that will extract relevant
information. Visual madlibs [Yu et al. 2015a] is another visual Question Answering
dataset that requires a system to answer fill-in-the-blank/multiple-choice questions.
Visual madlibs has a nice categorization of visual questions. This helps the system select a mechanism, whether it will be saliency detection to answer the image’s interesting
questions (type 3) or attribute prediction to answer object’s attribute questions (type
6). As suggested by the dataset creators, a simple baseline should be joint-embeddings
or deep-learning methods. Visual7w [Zhu et al. 2016] is also another visual Question
Answering dataset that has a categorization of visual questions. Visual7w categorizes
the questions into what, where, when, who, why, how many, and which (7w) in a
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Fig. 7. The modern vision and language framework which actively defines the next sample and exhibits
cognitive phenomena like attention and memory.

Fig. 8. The semantic parsing framework pipeline. Taking both unstructured data and labels as its input,
the system learns the mapping to structured formal representation (predicates).

multiple-choice setting. Visual7w is a subset of Visual Genome, which is a larger
amount of data that tries to map images to WordNet with a very rich context setting
including captioning, question answering, attributes, relations, region descriptions and
object instances in the scale of millions for each of the contexts.
Recent methods (Figure 7) are able to begin to tackle vQA because they decompose
the structures of both visual and language modalities in a cognitive-inspired way. The
systems are designed in an active vision framework where the system actively defines
the next sample to be processed. This attention mechanism defines how the output can
provide feedback reaching low-level features through the system. Reinforcement learning techniques like REINFORCE [Williams 1988] can make this happen naturally by
using an exploration-exploitation framework as the attention mechanism [Yeung et al.
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2016]. The agent architecture has memory and can be trained with the standard backpropagation algorithm. In addition, the system needs to deal with the joint modeling
of vision and language as a symbol-signal binding problem. In other words, the system
needs to perform an unambiguous mapping between those two modalities.
2.4. Visual Retrieval

Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is another field in multimedia that widely utilizes language in the form of query strings or concepts. ACM CSUR already has a
decent survey on this topic [Li et al. 2016] so we will merely briefly visit this topic for
the completeness in our article.
Traditionally, images are indexed by their low-level vision features like color, shape,
and texture [Zhang et al. 2012]. Recent CBIR systems try to annotate an image region with a word, similarly to semantic segmentation, so the keyword tags are close to
human interpretation. CBIR systems use keywords to describe an image for image retrieval but visual attributes describe an image for image understanding. Nevertheless,
visual attributes provide a suitable middle layer for CBIR with an adaptation to the
target domain. This difference stems from the fact that CBIR is less noisy compared to
other application domains like robotics.
Some CBIR approaches use co-occurrence models on words in image grids [Mori et al.
1999], machine translation on image blobs to words [Duygulu et al. 2002], probabilistic
models on blobs to words [Barnard et al. 2003], topic models on blobs and words [Blei
and Jordan 2003], the Cross-media Relevance Model on the joint distribution of image
blobs and words [Jeon et al. 2003], and the Continuous-space Relevance Model, which
further models the semantics rather than color, texture, or shape features [Lavrenko
et al. 2003]. Since image class labels and annotated tags are likely to have some relations to each other, Wang et al. [2009] proposes an extension of supervised Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [Mcauliffe and Blei 2008] to jointly model the latent spaces of image classification and image annotation. Gong et al. [2014] uses Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) and its kernel extension to perform mapping on data from three different spaces of visual features, tags, and visual semantics to the joint subspace and
perform multimodal retrieval. Deep learning and word embedding can help provide
representations for the images and their tags as an intermediate feature transformation to CCA and can improve the accuracy [Murthy et al. 2015].
Some standard data sets for CBIR are Corel5k [Feng et al. 2004], NUS-WIDE [Chua
et al. 2009], MIRFlickr08 [Huiskes and Lew 2008], PASCAL-VOC [Everingham et al.
2010], ESP Game [Von Ahn and Dabbish 2004], UIUC [Li and Fei-Fei 2007], Labelme
[Russell et al. 2008], and IAPR TC-12 [Makadia et al. 2008]. For recent trends in CBIR,
Zhang et al. [2012], Tousch et al. [2012], and Wang et al. [2012] provide a summary
and comparison of recent methods and future challenges. Another direction in CBIR
deals with video retrieval by events [Han et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2015]. The task is
closely related to activity recognition, because of the temporal dimension in a video.
3. LANGUAGE AND VISION FOR ROBOTICS
3.1. Symbol Grounding

Robotics is a research field involving both perception and manipulation of the world
[Thrun et al. 2005]. There are many modalities of perception: vision, sound, smell, taste,
taction or balance, and so on. By mean of hardware sensors, each of these modalities
provides sensory information to be processed. To manipulate the environment, a robot
controls its body parts and applies physical forces, embodied from its mechanics, to
perform actions that may result in its own movements or a change to its environment.
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In this section, we will consider research works in language and vision where the
resulting applications are in robotics.
For robotics, language becomes symbols, and vision dominates perception. Bridging
language and vision is equivalent to the symbol grounding problem [Harnad 1990] in
the lens of robotics that tries to foster an autonomous agent to reason and react in
the real world. The symbol grounding problem is about grounding the meaning of the
symbols to the perception of the real world. Grounding the meaning only in symbols can
be done for some cases (such as Compositional semantic or machine reading [Etzioni
et al. 2006]) but may result in closed reference loops without some connection to sensing
as a context to be grounded in. For example, words like yellow, board, fast, prawn,
or walk need real-world perceptions in order to understand their meaning. Another
example [Mooney 2013] in Wordnet [Miller 1995] is the word pair sleep and asleep,
which have pointers to each other as a loop.
The symbol grounding problem can be categorized into five subcategories [Coradeschi
et al. 2013]. First, physical symbol grounding deals with grounding symbols into
perception. This conforms to the original definition in Harnad [1990]. Second,
perceptual anchoring [Coradeschi and Saffiotti 2000] connects the sensor data from
an object to a higher-order symbol that refers to that object while also maintaining
the connection in time. Third, grounding words in action [Roy 2005] maintains a
hierarchical representation of concepts for abstract words: higher-order concepts
are grounded into basic concepts and sensorimotor grounded actions. Fourth, social
symbol grounding [Cangelosi 2006] tries to share the connection after anchoring for
one agent to many agents. This can involve pragmatics as well as lexical semantics.
Fifth, grounding symbols in the semantic web [Johnston et al. 2008] tries to ground
the symbols into a large ontological knowledge base from the internet. This grounding
in text is the least restricted setting of the symbol grounding problem. The symbol
grounding problem represents a gap between symbols and perception.
3.2. Robotics Vision

Visual data can enable perception in a cognitive system that fulfills the grounding
process. Current computer vision techniques, however, are limited when only low-level
information, like pixels, are used [Aloimonos and Fermüller 2015]. Humans process
perceptual inputs by using their knowledge about things they perceive in all modalities
in the form of words, phrases, and sentences [Mooney 2008]. The language may be the
knowledge about objects, scenes, actions, or events in the real world in which these
perceptions can be given by Computer Vision systems. This knowledge needs relations
to make sense of and understand meaning.
This gives rises to a top-down active visual process [Aloimonos and Fermüller 2015]
where language requests some actions from a sensorimotor system that will instantiate
a new data collection from perceptual sensors. For example, if an object is far away, a
language executive may request an action that ends in a clearer viewpoint that has a
better pose and scale of that object. The action may be decomposable into subtasks and
may need a planning system for a robot to perform the action. The visual information
from the new viewpoint may be collectible only from direct observation, not by inference.
This scheme is interactive between the conventional bottom-up and this novel top-down
vision system. This is like active learning in education [Meyers and Jones 1993] where
a student can actively ask a teacher for a clearer understanding of the subject but a
student also needs to be smart so the answer from his question will provide the desired
information or lead to an interesting discourse between the two.
Robotics Vision (RV) [Darrell 2010] differs from the traditional CV. Nowadays, a large
part of CV relies on machine learning where the performance relies on the volume of the
data. Recognition in CV focuses on category-level recognition that aims to be general
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and can be acquired from the internet to create a big-data paradigm. In contrast, RV
uses reliable hardware sensors like depth camera [Lai et al. 2011] or motion camera
[Barranco et al. 2014] so the performance has typically relied on the number and
quality of sensors instead (although this field, too, is beginning to incorporate more
deep-learning, big-data approaches: in robotic vehicles, for example). Also, recognition
in RV focuses on situated-level recognition where the context environment is limited
from the embodiment of the sensor hardware. Robotics Vision tasks relate to how a robot
can perform sequences of actions on affordable objects to manipulate the real-world
environment. Such tasks need some information involving detecting and recognizing
objects, object motion tracking, human activity recognition, and so on. This is to give a
robot both static and dynamic information about its surrounding contexts.
Interfacing CV and RV needs domain adaptation techniques [Daumé III 2007] since
online images and real-world objects differ. Lai and Fox [2010] tries to incorporate data
available from the Internet, namely Google’s 3D Warehouse, to solve 3D point cloud
object detection in the real world in which the problem describes the need for domain
adaptation and the methods involve domain adaptation formulations.
3.3. Situated Language in Robotics

For robotics, languages are used to describe the physical world for a robot to understand
its environment. This problem is another form of the symbol grounding problem known
as grounded language acquisition or embodied language problem. A robot should be
able to perceive and transform the information from its contextual perception into
language using semantic structures. By this, a language can be grounded into another
predefined grammar that can represent meaning.
The most well-known approach to represent meaning is Semantic Parsing (SP) [Zelle
and Mooney 1996], which transforms words into logic predicates. SP tries to map a
natural language sentence to a corresponding meaning representation that can be a
logical form like λ-calculus using Combinatorial Categorical Grammar (CCG) [Steedman 1996] as rules to compositionally construct a parse tree. Like many other parsing
problems, there can be many possible parse trees, in which some of them may be incorrect. They may contain an incorrect lambda form in the tree, or the meaning may
be incorrect. Therefore, a prediction model can be employed to solve this problem as
another structured prediction problem [Daumé III et al. 2009; Taskar et al. 2005; Bakir
2007]. SP transforms texts to logical forms and enables a dialog agent to perform symbol grounding to a knowledge base [Thomason et al. 2015] in which the system can
make a query about the environment via logical forms.
Another alternative to SP is Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) [Banarescu
et al. 2012]. AMR tries to map a sentence to a graph representation that encodes the
meaning of that sentence about “who is doing what to whom.” By this, AMR makes morphology and syntax abstract into predicate-argument structures. A sentence becomes
a rooted directed acyclic graph and is labeled on edges for relations and on leaves on
concepts.
Not all words can describe the geometric properties of the world. For example, words
like special or perhaps provide emotional information but not about the real-world
context. For robotics, most words should involve either actions or contexts. Actions
can be words like move, put, push, or pick up that need an argument that can be the
robot itself or other things in the vicinity for execution. The contexts can be words or
phrases like a table on the right, a green button on the wall, or the red car under the
roof that show affordance [Chemero 2003] of an object so it can be specified for the
robot to perform actions with attention. Prepositions from these phrases, like on in on
the wall or under in under the roof , encode spatial relations that are essential contexts
to specify where to perform actions for a robot [Zampogiannis et al. 2015]. Affordance
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is a property of an object related to tools and actions, for example, a cucumber can
be cut with a knife or a green button can be pushed with a hand. This defines an
affordance of able to cut to a knife and can be cut to a cucumber. The property that
defines affordance can be shape, color, or texture, which can be perceived as low-level
vision features [Myers et al. 2015]. Affordance helps reasoning by giving the relational
information about objects, tools, and actions along with their pre-conditions and postconditions after the action is applied. Adverbs depict the details of an action that can
be force or speed. A robot should know how to perform a successful action by adjusting
its own control parameters to be precise with tools and object affordances. For example,
cutting a cucumber and a log need different tools, like a knife and an axe, in which a
robot should handle them differently and apply a specific amount of forces for each tool.
Moreover, to perform a rescue task and a finding object task need different speed where
rescue should be executed with full speed while find can be done with a normal pace.
In addition to vision and language, recent advanced tactile sensors [Yogeswaran et al.
2015] should help in perceiving and adjusting forces by sensing forces and frictions
directly.
3.4. Recent Works in Language and Vision for Robotics

Robotics has various interesting applications, and we will describe only a salient set of
them. Robotics tasks involving language and vision can be categorized into three main
tasks: a robot talking to human, a robot that learns from human actions, and a robot
that performs navigation.
First, a robot can interact with human via language that is situated and grounded in
perception. This needs both language understanding and generation as well as some
representation that will integrate perception into language. For situated language generation tasks, Chen and Mooney [2008] apply semantic parsing to ground simulated
Robocup soccer events into language for commentary. This work goes beyond a manual
template system to learning to perform. Automated sport game models (ASPOGAMO)
[Beetz et al. 2007] try to track sportsmen and ball positions via detection and tracking
systems on broadcasted football games. ASPOGAMO can handle changing lighting conditions, fast camera motions, and distant players. Unifying both systems for tracking
and sportcasting is another promising direction. For situated language understanding
tasks, Matuszek et al. [2013] parses user natural language instructions into a formal
representation that commands robots with Probabilistic CCG for semantic parsing
[Zettlemoyer and Collins 2005]. A robot will follow the parsed instructions and execute
its control for routing. Matuszek* et al. [2012] further incorporates visual attributes
for grounding words describing objects based on perception. The model incorporates
both semantic parsing for language and visual attribute classification for vision and is
trained via EM algorithm that jointly learns language and attribute relations.
To unify generation and understanding, Grounded Situation Model (GSM) [Mavridis
and Roy 2006] is a situated conversation agent that bridges perceptions, language,
and actions with semantic representation based on parsing. Its belief is updated with
a mixture of visual, language, and proprioceptive data. GSM can answer questions
and perform basic actions via verbal interaction. Tellex et al. [2014] categorizes robot
language tasks into following instructions, asking questions, and requesting help. A
robot will try to find uncertain parts in the command and ask a targeted question for
clarification, and then it will perform better actions based on the obtained information.
To achieve this, the G3 framework [Tellex et al. 2011], which is a probabilistic model,
is used to model the inverse semantics from the uncertain part of the world to a word
in a sentence. This is not an obvious mapping since an expression can refer to many
things in a scene. This problem is called the “situated referential grounding” problem
because there is a mismatch between the perceptions of a human and a robot. One
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way to overcome the problem is to have a robot generate a collaborative dialogue [Liu
et al. 2014a; Liu and Chai 2015; Fang et al. 2013] so mismatched perceptions will be
dissolved when more information, such as object properties and spatial information,
can be obtained in a subjective way.
Walter et al. [2015] unifies language and vision for robotics again by bridging visual,
language, speech, and control data for a forklift robot. Their robot can recognize objects
based on one example using one-shot visual memory. Its natural language interface
works by speech processing or pen gestures. It is equipped with reliable sensors and an
anytime motion planner that enables its local actions without global information. It has
annunciation and visualization interfaces. The robot also has a safety mechanism for
nearby workers using pedestrian detection and shout detection. For further information
in this topic, Mavridis [2015] provides a survey for verbal and nonverbal human-robot
interaction.
Second, a robot can learn to perform actions by imitating or observing human actions. This setting is sometimes denoted as robot learning from demonstration (LfD),
imitation learning [Piaget 2013] or observational learning [Bandura 1974]. Instead of
manual hard coding, a robot can learn from either a human teacher or other robots. LfD
helps program robotic controls to perform actions. The motivation is from the mirrorneuron system [Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004], which is a neuron that will fire when
an animal both performs and observes a certain action. This phenomenon enables humans to see and learn other people’s actions, including understanding intentions and
emotions attached in those actions.
LfD [Argall et al. 2009] tries to learn a mapping of state and action pairs from a
teacher’s demonstration (st , at ) as a supervised learning setting so the learned policy
from state S to action A, which is π : S → A, will have some performance guarantees.
The mapping between actions is defined by T (s |s, a) : S × A× S → [0, 1]. Moreover, the
states may not be fully observable, so the observed state Z is from another mapping
S → Z, and a policy will be π : Z → A instead. For more information, Argall et al.
[2009] provides a unified framework for LfD.
Julian Jaynes’s bicameral mind [Jaynes 2000] theorizes an existence of language
intervention in human consciousness and motivates an incorporation of language and
vision to LfD. The “bicameral mind” refers to a mind with two chambers in which one
is speaking as an executive in language and the other just obeys and perform actions.
Jaynes theorizes, rather speculatively, that such a mental organization existed in humans that lived in earlier cultures but not in modern people. The theory is probably
unprovable in humans, but it seems useful as an organizational principle for a robot
with language that can see, talk, and perform actions. Language and vision can provide data and models for this scenario. A robot would recognize actions by watching
a demonstration from either a real-world teacher or a video. Then it would ground its
perceptions to language and learn to plan its own actions. Finally, the planned imitated
actions would be carried out by its motor actuators. A real robotics system implementation of this concept can be found in Marge et al. [2016] using a Wizard-of-Oz (WOz)
method. WOz describes a method where a human acts in place of the robot’s language
executive, and the robot just executes actions. It is used for gathering a corpus of
data about human-robot interaction to help develop future systems that will be able to
understand natural language in a particular situated context.
Action grammar [Guerra-Filho and Aloimonos 2007; Karapurkar 2008; Pastra and
Aloimonos 2012] is the most common interface for language and vision in LfD. Action
grammar is a Probabilistic Context Free Grammar that models human actions in parallel with natural language descriptions. Human pose is aligned with phonemes as the
lowest level description. Human movement that makes changes to human pose to create actions is analogous with morphemes. Human activity, composed from some specific
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human actions, is paralleled with syntax or grammar. Karapurkar [2008] provides an
excellent overview of the action grammar framework.
An action grammar can model the hand-object-tool relations and incrementally construct an activity tree [Summers-Stay et al. 2012]. An interesting feature is that interleaving activities can be recognized using an action grammar. This provides a strength
from the nature of the sequential data in which there can be many motif sequences
to be recognized. Teo et al. [2012] introduces a prior knowledge of action-tool relations
mined from their cooccurence in the Gigawords corpus. This results in a learned prior
knowledge that reflects the real world and helps improve activity recognition using
textual knowledge. Yang et al. [2013] further models the hand-object-tool, object-scene,
and object-scene-attribute relations as a multi-label classification task with a prior
from Gigawords corpus as in Teo et al. [2012]. The results suggest that the language
prior will rule out some relations that will never occur because they do not make sense
such as using a cup of water to fold a t-shirt. Furthermore, many actions can be easily
observed from real-world descriptions, so having the meaning from texts helps a robot
learn to connect words to actions.
Nowadays, there are many websites where demonstration videos intended to teach
humans are available. A robot can potentially watch these videos and imitate actions.
A robot may need to be given all language, speech, and visual data for a complete
understanding [Malmaud et al. 2015]. However, using only language and vision can
efficiently teach a robot to perform a task successfully as in cooking [Yang et al. 2015b]
or t-shirt folding [Shukla et al. 2015]. Semantic Parsing is an enhancement to the
action grammar in which a post-condition can be inferred using the semantics of the
Combinatorial Categorical Grammar itself [Yang et al. 2015]. For example, cutting a
cucumber will result in divided cucumbers. This is also called “manipulating action
consequences” [Yang et al. 2013], which represents object-centric consequences as a
knowledge graph. The results can be considered as the desired goals of the action
performers. The corresponding semantics is λ.xλ.y cut(x, y) → divided(y), where x is
a cutting tool, such as a knife, and y is a cuttable object, such as a cucumber. Shukla
et al. [2015] goes further and introduces the knowledge transfer scheme, where a robot
will learn from a human demonstration and then transfer its knowledge by teaching
to another human.
Third, a robot can perform planning for navigation. With an understanding of the
surrounding world, a robot can perform reasoning and make a plan to achieve its
goals. However, real-world navigation requires map making with some techniques like
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) [Durrant-Whyte and Bailey 2006].
For robotics research, a simulated world is created to test the software so a navigation
is on a visual world instead. The map can be either egocentric or top view (aerial).
The spatial relations are frequently used to refer to a subjective relation between a
robot and a map. Therefore, the language used will involve more pragmatics, since
many meanings are hidden as a presupposition or an implicature (such as the leftright-straight-backward directions). There are also many scenarios where navigation
plans can distinctively differ. The scenario can range from an event or a place where
an action should be immediately carried, like an emergency event with a dense human
crowd, to a mysterious and dangerous place but with a few people, like a mine, to a
household kitchen, which is a safe place, but the objects are cluttered.
The planning for navigation problem can be cast as a situated language generation
[Garoufi 2014]. The task is to generate instructions in virtual environments that guide
both directions and actions of an agent [Byron et al. 2007]. The system cares about
the agent embodiment so the generated language becomes listener-centric. For example, the system will generate “push the second button on the wall” to help the agent
accomplish the final task, which is taking the trophy instead of just giving a high
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level instruction like “take the trophy.” The contexts in a virtual environment are converted into natural language using a Tree-Adjoining Grammar, which is then further
converted into a planning problem [Koller and Stone 2007; Garoufi and Koller 2010].
Some visual cues, such as gaze direction [Garoufi et al. 2016] can help the system in
generating a more meaningful discourse because it will have some feedback information that helps in inferring the mental state of the listener while giving instructions.
4. DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS IN LANGUAGE AND VISION
4.1. Distributional Semantics

Distributional Semantics [Harris 1954] relies on the hypothesis that words that occur
in similar contexts are similar in meaning. This hypothesis can recover word meaning
from co-occurrence statistics between words and contexts in which they appear. Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) use the vector space and its properties to model
meaning. A semantic vector space represents a word as a data point and encodes the
similarity and relatedness between words in term of measurements between those data
points. To obtain such a semantic vector space, various methods have been proposed.
Those methods mostly belong to the class of latent variable models where the vector
space is spanned by the latent variable vectors.
Word similarity can be measured by Euclidean distance or cosine similarity of the
angle between word vectors. Similar words will have similar vector representations
and will be near to each other in the vector space. Word relatedness can be observed
from the displacements or offsets between the vectors that represent relations. For
instance, the word king can be mapped to another vector that is very similar to the
word queen by subtracting the word vector for man and adding the word vector for
woman.
Modeling meaning by word co-occurence as the only source of information limits
its connection to the real world. One may argue that meaning can be described in
language and provide understanding without any perception as a prerequisite for
communication. So, word co-occurence can be derived and provide meaning because
an appropriate corpus can be created to serve any specific meaning. However, one can
also argue that a lot of knowledge cannot be understood without a grounded perception.
A coconut can occur with other words that describe some related aspects of a coconut
like fruits or tropical countries. Nevertheless, one cannot understand its unique shape,
color, and texture without perceiving a real coconut. If there are any similar fruits whose
shape, color or texture are the same as a coconut, then one can effectively describe a
coconut by each aspect, but there will be still a question of “What does it really look
like?” Therefore, perception is essential in order to answer these questions and provide
more information sources for modeling meaning in addition to only words-to-words
relations.
An object’s context can be the spatial location where this specific object appears.
This encapsulates the natural information about how scenes and objects can relate to
each other [Choi et al. 2012]. The context also includes the meaning of the real world
that similar objects in the same category will be likely to appear in the same context,
from which it can be further inferred that those objects co-occur with each other in
some specific patterns as well. For example, a mountain lion and a deer are likely to
be in a forest or a zoo. If we were to observe them both in a forest, then the mountain
lion is likely to be chasing the deer for its meal. In addition, the context can also be
the intrinsic properties of an object. In this case, DSMs can model low-level visual
features such as colors, shapes, or textures and describe an object using those contexts.
For example, a tennis ball tends to be yellow, round, and furry. Understanding these
meanings will help the reasoning process about the real world.
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4.2. Distributed Word Representation

There are two types of connectionist representations, local and distributed [Plate 1997;
Hinton 1984]. Local representations have a small number of features for each item
while distributed representations have a large number of features from nearly all
features in the feature pool. Local representations are sparse and capture salient
signals from particular features. In contrast, distributed representations are dense and
continuous and depict patterns over many signals. Local representations have lower
representation power than distributed representations that are dense and compact.
4.2.1. Latent Semantic Analysis and Topic Models. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[Dumais 2007] or Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is the most well-known instance
of distributed word representation that tries to recover word relations from a corpus.
LSA uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the term-document matrix “C”
which outputs a low-rank approximation that can be used as a weighting scheme.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) [Hofmann 1999] is the probabilistic
version of LSA that models each word in a document as a sample from a mixture model
of conditionally independent multinomial distributions. Each document consists of
topics, and each topic consists of words. pLSI has an improvement over LSA in terms
of the interpretability of word-topic and topic-document relations. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003] was proposed to overcome the overfitting problem
in pLSI by introducing the Dirichlet prior over the multinomial topic distribution.
4.2.2. word2vec. While LSA takes a geometric approach to extracting meaning from cooccurance statistics, and LDA uses a probabilistic generative approach to the problem
[Bruni et al. 2014], the recently proposed word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013] uses a neural
network to extract the semantic vectors. word2vec produces a word embedding, in
other words, a distributed representation [Turian et al. 2010] that is equivalent to
factorizing the term-term matrix [Levy and Goldberg 2014b]. Word embeddings are
typically induced by neural language models [Bengio et al. 2003; Morin and Bengio
2005] that predict the context given an input word.
Because it can be trained on such large corpora, word2vec can provide a significant
improvement over LSA and LDA from its quality of the output word embedding. The
resulting representation is encoded with word meaning so similar words will have
similar vector representations, for example, the vector(‘car’) will be similar to the vector(‘driver’). Moreover, the relationship between words is also preserved in term of
displacement between points such that basic vector operations on these points will be
meaningful, for example, vector(‘Paris’) - vector(‘France’) + vector(‘Italy’) will result in a
vector very similar to the vector(‘Rome’). Also, the displacement can capture syntactic
relations, for instance, vector(‘sweet’) - vector(‘sweetest’) + vector(‘fastest’) will result in
a vector very similar to the vector(‘fast’).
4.2.3. State-of-the-art word2vec Models. There are a lot of interesting follow-up works
that try to improve word2vec in various ways. For example, GloVe [Pennington et al.
2014] incorporates global word co-occurence information. Dependency-Based Word
Embeddings [Levy and Goldberg 2014a] include syntactic dependency information.
Marginal Contrast Embedding [Chen et al. 2015b] uses a pairwise ranking loss function in the learning-to-rank framework to model antonyms on an antonym word list.
Symmetric Pattern Based Word Embeddings [Schwartz et al. 2015] creates its word
embedding based on symmetric patterns extracted from corpora such as “X such as
Y” or “X is a Y” or “X and Y” that also enables antonym modeling. Modeling lexical
contrast [Mohammad et al. 2013] is an important contribution because it solves the
fundamental problem of co-occurrence between the target word and its synonym or
antonym, which previously was a blind spot of modeling distributional semantics by
word co-occurrence.
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Other methods improve word embeddings with respect to interpretability, since typical models output dense vectors that cannot be easily interpreted by humans. Faruqui
et al. [2015] and Yogatama et al. [2014] add interpretability into a word embedding using sparse coding methods. AutoExtend [Rothe and Schütze 2015] can extend existing
word embedding from synsets and lexemes to make a better embedding. Retrofitting
[Faruqui et al. 2014] is a graph-based method that also extends an existing word embedding. word2vec triggered a lot of interest with its high-quality word representation
output, so it has created a renaissance of word embedding research.
Still other works generalize word embedding to logic for better reasoning. Traditionally, this was done by the method of binding roles and fillers by using operations such
as tensor product [Clark and Pulman 2007]. Roles are logical predicates and fillers are
logical atoms that are both represented as vectors. Recently, there are efforts that try to
map Boolean structures to distributional semantics for recognizing textual entailment,
which decides the entailment between two sentences. The proposed approaches are
Markov Logic Networks [Beltagy et al. 2015; Garrette et al. 2014] and learning a mapping function with Boolean Distributional Semantic Model [Kruszewski et al. 2015].
4.3. Bag-of-Visual-Words and Image Embedding

4.3.1. Bag-of-Visual Words. In CV, the idea of bag-of-words representation (BoW) has
long been borrowed from the NLP community in solving recognition tasks under the
name of bag-of-visual-words representation (BoVW). BoW representation discards spatial and grammatical relations between words and creates a representation of a document based on only word frequencies that outputs the term-document matrix. Similarly, BoVW discards location and shape information from an image, saving only a
large number of local clues whose statistical properties can be analyzed.
BoVW representation is a descriptor-image matrix where descriptors are local features in the visual codebook. Theses descriptors are salient keypoints of an image
extracted using techniques such as Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [Lowe
2004] or speeded up robust features (SURF) [Bay et al. 2006] that can reliably find
descriptors across images under difficulties like rotation, translation, or illumination
changes. Then, the descriptors are clustered together by a clustering algorithm such as
k-means [MacQueen et al. 1967] to create a visual codebook. There are varying numbers
of visual descriptors in each image unlike text documents whose words come off the
shelf, so the codebook step is needed for visual data. Thus, the clustering step is needed
in order to make the frequency histogram comparable across images by fixing the codewords. This BoVW model does not go beyond point descriptors to edges or surfaces. The
local descriptors tend to find image patches with similar appearance, but these may
not be correlated with the object-level parts in an image [Grauman and Leibe 2010].
Some landmark works incorporate location and shape information into the BoVW
model and achieve a test-of-time popularity like Spatial Pyramid Matching [Lazebnik
et al. 2006] or the Constellation model [Fei-Fei et al. 2007].
4.3.2. Image Embedding. Natural images lie in a low-dimensional manifold in the space
of all possible images. The efforts to model that manifold result in image embedding
techniques [Pless and Souvenir 2009]. Image embedding is similar to the word vector
embedding representation because it also results in a dense low-dimensional feature
vector. Besides this, images that are close to each other in the embedding space are
similar and each dimension captures factors of variations in the images such as pose,
illumination, or translations.
The image embedding is an output or intermediate output from a representation learning methods such as dimensionality reduction methods [van der Maaten
et al. 2009] including deep-learning techniques [Bengio et al. 2013]. One of the most
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dominant examples for image embedding is face recognition [Zhao et al. 2003]. Eigenfaces [Turk and Pentland 1991] uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to project
to a low-dimensional image manifold, which represents faces along with common variations. (PCA is related to SVD used in LSA.) Fisherfaces [Belhumeur et al. 1997] also
uses a dimensionality reduction method, namely Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis
[Fisher 1936], to compute a discriminative projection that is better for classification.
Other well-known dimensionality reduction techniques based on SVD, for instance,
ISOMAP [Tenenbaum et al. 2000], Locally Linear Embedding [Roweis and Saul 2000],
or Laplacian Eigenmaps [Belkin and Niyogi 2003], can capture nonlinear variations
in images such as pose, age, or facial expressions along some manifold directions. This
looks similar to the analogy property in word2vec that can perform reasoning based on
vector space displacements. These image embedding techniques fall into the category
of Spectral and Tensor Methods [Anandkumar et al. 2012a, 2012b, 2014]. They all follow a common three-step procedure: Build a statistical matrix or tensor, recover latent
variable vectors via eigendecomposition or tensor decomposition, and perform dimensionality reduction with the learned projection vectors to obtain the final manifold
vector space. This area is still an active research area for machine learning.
4.3.3. Deep Learning: State-of-the-Art Image Embedding Models. Both BoVW and image embedding are used as a feature set for classification mainly for recognition tasks but are
not limited to them. For example, RNNs was applied to another recognition task of
semantic segmentation in the context of scene parsing [Socher et al. 2011]. Recently,
image embedding from deep CNNs [LeCun et al. 1998] that exhibits similar characteristics to word2vec [Garcia-Gasulla et al. 2015] is applied in various tasks in reorganization (like Optical Flow [Dosovitskiy et al. 2015], segmentation [Long et al. 2015]),
and Recognition (like visual analogy using Siamese CNNs [Sadeghi et al. 2015]).
There are many attempts in many benchmarks in open competitions to design a
better architecture of CNNs. We are not going to describe all of them in depth since
this deserves a survey of its own. Some notable architectures are AlexNet [Krizhevsky
et al. 2012], GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al. 2015], VGG net [Simonyan and Zisserman 2014],
and ResNet [He et al. 2016]. The main insight from these models is that deeper models
are better for classification. Another insight is that a convolutional layer behaves like
a receptive field while fully connected layers give better discriminative power. Based
on these models for recognition, more models are proposed for other computer vision
tasks. For example, R-CNN [Girshick et al. 2014] or Fast R-CNN [Girshick 2015] have
been proposed for object detection. Another widely used architecture is FCN [Long et al.
2015] for semantic segmentation. It is a fully convolutional neural networks that can
perform pixelwise labeling. The idea delves further into a deeper problem of structured
prediction when recurrent neural networks can be seen as a generic sequence model
like CRFs [Zheng et al. 2015].
In short, one can conclude that performing representation learning on image data
may result in an image embedding with similar properties to word2vec. However, image embedding is likely to be more domain specific and has more data set bias [Torralba
et al. 2011]. Even though it is trained on a data set of millions or billions images like
AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al. 2012] and provides a breakthrough in recognition on the
ImageNet LSVRC-2010 challenge [Berg et al. 2010], the coverage of real-world objects
is just around 1,000 categories and is still far from learning from text alone like training word2vec on Google’s Billion Words corpus, which has 793,471 vocabulary words
[Chelba et al. 2014]. For face recognition, the recently proposed DeepFace [Taigman
et al. 2014] model was created to recognize around 4,000 identities on the Labelled
Face in the Wild data set [Huang et al. 2007], which is very remarkable but still far
from a system that can recognize anybody’s face on the fly.
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Solving this problem by learning on a larger-scale image collection without a bounded
set of categories, such as learning from the Internet [Chen et al. 2013], to provide a
general image embedding that models infrequent data like word2vec is a promising
future direction. It is a major challenge to make such a system ready for in-the-wild
autonomous systems, however.
4.4. Multimodal Distributional Semantics Models

4.4.1. Early Multimodal Distributional Semantics Models. DSMs have been applied to jointly
model semantics based on both visual features like colors, shape or texture and textual
features like words. The common pipeline is to map visual data to words and apply distributional semantics models like LSA or topic models on top of them. Visual attributes
can approximate the linguistic features for a distributional semantics model. Silberer
et al. [2013] uses various DSMs, such as CCA or the Attribute-topic Model [Andrews
et al. 2009], to model visual attributes annotated based on Nelson’s association norms
[Nelson et al. 2004] and McRae’s feature norms [McRae et al. 2005]. Visual attributes
are predicted from images using SVMs following the traditional attribute prediction
pipeline. BoVW can become input features for DSMs. Bruni et al. [2012] empirically
compare SIFT and LAB visual features (BoVW), DSMs based on word co-occurance
counts, and a joint feature of both. Roller and Im Walde [2013] create BoVW based on
SURF [Bay et al. 2008] and GIST [Oliva and Torralba 2001] descriptors. They propose
an extended version of the attribute-topic model to incorporate word co-occurance features, cognitive features, and visual features. Finally, DSMs can be applied directly to
interesting channels of visual signals. McMahan and Stone [2015] released a Lexicon
of Uncertain Color Standards that uses topic models to find an association between 829
English word meanings and colors in HSV space. The word meaning is a probability
distribution over the color spaces. Joulin et al. [2015] trains a convolutional networks
on 100 million Flickr photos and captions in a weakly supervised setting and found
that the weights in the multi-label loss layer can be used as word embedding similar
to word2vec.
The outcome from the aforementioned works emphasizes that visual space and textual space represent different meaning spaces which complement and are at least
partially orthogonal to each other. This conclusion is supported by the brain activity
evidence from fMRI images [Anderson et al. 2013] and automatic evaluation metrics
[Leong and Mihalcea 2011]. In a technical perspective, this insight says that a better
joint semantic subspace can be created and yield a better performance for some tasks
[Bruni et al. 2012]. Bruni et al. [2014] and Baroni [2016] are recent excellent review
articles about multimodal DSMs that describe these methods.
4.4.2. Recent Neural Multimodal Distributional Semantics Models. Recent waves of deeplearning works have received a lot of attention based on the undeniable power and
performance of deep neural networks. Neural models have surpassed many traditional
methods in both vision and language by learning better distributed representation from
the data. Srivastava and Salakhutdinov [2014] show that Multimodal Deep Boltzmann
Machines can model joint visual and textual features better than topic models. In addition, neural models can model some cognitively plausible phenomena such as attention
and memory.
The cognitive science community has established many well-studied theories of
visual attention and memory, from which neural networks and computer vision often
get their inspiration. Attention is a mechanism that selects a subset of available
information channels for enhanced processing. Carrasco [2011] categorizes visual
attention into three main types: spatial attention, feature-based attention, and
object-based attention. Spatial attention corresponds to eye movement. Feature-based
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attention corresponds to a specific set of properties of an object such as colors,
orientations, or motions regardless of the object location in a scene. Object-based
attention is guided by object structure. Memory is the record of experiences presented
in the brain [Eichenbaum 2008]. Memory can be characterized to long-term and
short-term memory [Cowan 2008]. A short-term memory can hold a small amount
of temporal information in a very accessible state. Working memory is not separate
from short-term memory. Working memory is used for planning, decision making, and
behavior. Short-term memory and working memory are highly related to attention
process [Fougnie 2008]. Long-term memory can hold a large amount of records about
facts, knowledge, and prior events. Procedural memory is a long-term memory that
holds for tasks without conscious awareness like daily routines such as walking
without thinking [Cohen and Bacdayan 1994].
Several recent works have shown promising results of how visual attention and
memory can be efficiently simulated as a computer process. For attention, an image
can initially give an image embedding representation using CNNs and RNNs. An
LSTM network is placed on top and acts like a state machine that simultaneously
generates outputs, such as image captions [Xu et al. 2015a], and attentively looks at
relevant regions of interest in an image one at a time [Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015b].
For memory, there are many recent works that try to incorporate commonsense knowledge into visual question answering [Andreas et al. 2016a, 2016b; Kumar et al. 2016;
Xiong et al. 2016], which has shown to outperform multimodal embedding methods
like those from Gao et al. [2015], Ren et al. [2015], and Malinowski et al. [2015]. A
multi-step attention mechanism is needed to utilize the process of getting relevant
information based on the structure of the input question (semantic structure prediction). The building blocks for memory networks are memory units like LSTMs or Gate
Recurrent Units [Cho et al. 2014] to contain commonsense knowledge in the form of
vectors. These memory networks have many different function modules that will act
as a step in attention mechanisms. Those functions in the state-of-the-art at the time
of writing this article [Andreas et al. 2016a, 2016b] are “find,” “transform,” “combine,”
“describe,” and “measure,” which will have inputs and outputs of “image,” “attention”
(simply speaking, a feature map), and “label.”
5. DISCUSSION: SURVEY WRAP-UP, THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD
AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this survey, we discuss two artificial intelligence tasks, computer vision, and natural
language processing, and applications based on their integration in multimedia and
robotics. In multimedia, natural language processing can provide high-level meaning
to assist low-level computer vision processes in large corpora as observed in visual attributes, image captioning, video captioning, and image annotation. In robotics, natural
language processing can help a robot to perform a more accurate reasoning and control given the situated data stream from low-level computer vision processes. Next we
emphasize the unified theme of distributional semantics as the concept that is able to
perform model integration for computer vision and natural language processing. More
specifically, we reviewed both traditional approaches such as bag-of-words models and
topic models as well as recent approaches like word2vec and deep learning. Finally, we
summarize all approaches into the framework of distributional semantics and provide
a lookahead into a cognitive-inspired recent framework.
The current state of the field exhibits a rapid progress that can be summarized
in three words: accuracy, scalability, and creativity. The accuracy is achieved from
the widely recognized success of deep learning. The scalability is provided by the
advancements in GPUs acceleration from high-performance computing. The creativity
can be observed from a lot of novel applications such as captioning, question answering,
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and dialog systems. There has been substantial progress in previous research problems,
and the field has moved on to the next step, continuously pushing the limitations.
Compared to traditional approaches in computer vision, deep learning with CNNs
provide the best result in accuracy, and the system can be trained end-to-end, from
input to output. Still, there remain challenges at the corners of the system capabilities.
For example, the number of categories that a system can categorize is still far from
achieving human-level vision. The system may need an out-of-sample extension to
project the knowledge and decide that it should either make a decision (know) or
request the data to learn (do not know). Moreover, to recognize an accurate structured
knowledge in the setting of fine-grained classification is still far from commonsense
knowledge. For example, to recognize a bird, a human has a lot of contextual knowledge
that comes up when he sees a bird. Saying that a bird can fly, he needs to also verify
that the bird is flying or has a potential to fly (recognizing that the bird does not
have a broken wing or is still alive are crucial). A bird is a stimulus to perception
and his mind thinks about what it has seen in the context of prior knowledge. The
current framework cannot efficiently do that. At least a new model design is needed in
order to perform a scalable structured prediction. Compared to traditional approaches
in natural language processing, deep learning with RNNs, word embedding models
like word2vec, and memory models like LSTM provide the best result in accuracy for
sequence to sequence learning. However, sometimes LSTM fails when the structure of
the input data is not known beforehand. In such cases, an extension like TreeLSTM that
handles tree-structured data [Tai et al. 2015] or even a feed-forward neural networks
with random weights [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] may have a better result.
This raises a new point to be taken care of, especially for a system with attention
mechanism.
From a robotics perspective, robots are programmed for a fixed and situated task like
cutting or pouring. The knowledge in those fixed tasks are well defined in syntax and
semantics. However, there is still a limitation in modeling human users. To know what
and when and where an action is “relevent” requires a deep understanding for a clearcut decision. For instance, a survey robot that receives commands needs adaptation and
self-inference. The commander may have no knowledge about the scene, and a robot
needs to reason on its own about how to proceed and make the commander happy.
A robot should be able to recall events (episodic memory) from its training session.
This is a critical issue to achieve satisfactory human-robot interaction. We believe
that borrowing some frameworks from the database and data-mining community such
as recommendation systems is a promising direction. Situated understanding at the
level of a robot that can successfully perform a task is also needed for multimedia
analysis. For example, visual retrieval will output more relevant images or videos
given a more fine-grained knowledge about user requirements. From a multimedia
perspective, the system can index a gigantic amount of data with a few or no training
samples. If a robot need to perform a new task, then it is more favorable to learn
quickly from a short demonstration (a few minutes) rather than hundreds of videos
(hours). Learning from demonstration currently look at the whole video. Recent active
vision systems with attention mechanism can generate key viewpoints from a single
short demonstration video. The systems also need embodied semantic memory, episodic
memory and accurate binding to complete the attention mechanism.
Human bodies and robot bodies differ. We want to be able to teach a robot the best
control for its body by allowing it to observe human poses, but at the same time we hope
that the robot will learn a more efficient technique or a new routine to perform that
action based on its own form and capabilities. A robot should have some prior knowledge
of itself in its own memory. This should define a different attention mechanism and a
binding from human poses. A robot needs the ability to represent one thing in many
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ways so it can approach problems creatively. When a robot learns, its memory should
grow and can learn new things easily. This zero-shot learning is also needed for a
general artificial intelligence robots that can perform various tasks on the fly with
a versatile working memory. The next dream is that a robot should have emotional
states [Minsky 2006]. It seems impossible to understand humans without an ability to
feel in the same way. People can think of different things in different emotional states.
They may have cognitive biases related to emotional states, and a robot should know
the nature of the emotional transition. We wish a robot to know this and understand
humans better.
No system can perform well without a solid knowledge in methodology (a great set of
tools). Tensor decomposition is an interesting future direction for modeling multimodal
structured data. If we want interesting statistics, then we can decompose a tensor into
a set of orthogonal bases in the similar spirit to SVD. This may be a good starting
point for the next generation of meaning representation for multimodal distributional
semantics. A tensor can encode many different things. We can make a tensor of word
co-occurrences for topic models. We may create a tensor of linked data to perform
graph segmentation. On top of those, we may combine multiple tensors and create a
new tensor with more dimensions to model word co-occurrences segmented in graphs
as a simultaneous community detection and topic tracking system. For deep learning,
a tensor decomposition can also be used to train deep networks [Denton et al. 2014] or
even compress them in a compress sensing setting [Novikov et al. 2015]. A theoretical
analysis on deep learning and tensor decomposition is described in Cohen et al. [2016].
It is undeniable that a long-lived dream of every artificial intelligence researcher is
to simulate a mind with a computer. Despite progress in neural networks, many human
mental behaviors and capabilities are far beyond what any such system has been able
to demonstrate. At the extreme this means incremental learning and big visual and
language data for a “baby AI” [Bengio et al. 2007] that learns like a child and will grow
up and behave like a human. A baby AI needs to learn on larger-scale image collection
with an open set of categories, such as learning from the Internet [Chen et al. 2013],
in order to provide a general visual representation that models infrequent data like
word2vec. Also, a baby AI would need to have a capability of machine reading where
the system can learn new concepts, including new words, new syntaxes, new meanings,
and alternative interpretations in a never-ending setting [Carlson et al. 2010]. From
both viewpoints, a simple conclusion is to solve the “out-of-sample/vocab” problem in
the umbrella of the “generalization” problem in machine learning. An inspiration from
theories of human memory is an interesting starting point.
6. LOOKAHEAD: POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE

The future of the field ‘language and vision” looks very promising, since governments
and industry are intensifying funding in this arena as they look for solutions to particular problems. Thus, the potential for increased activity is very strong. What form is
this research going to take? Certainly, research will continue along similar lines with
the state of the art today addressing the variety of problems described in this article.
However, this kind of research is not only geared towards applications but also has
a very basic scientific component, as it is related to the problem of the grounding of
meaning in language. Thus we feel that the field will soon regroup to re-examine basic
questions and techniques. Towards that goal we offer two insights.
First, since the integration of vision and language is a fundamentally cognitive problem, we would like to take inspiration from the cognitive sciences. In this field, there
has been recent ongoing strong activity on the problem of “event understanding.” This
is of course for a good reason, because events are how people experience what happens
to them, and a lot of our actions and behaviors are guided by our understanding of
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events. We perceive events, we participate in events with our actions, we simulate
events we hear or read about, and we solve problems using our knowledge of events
[Radvansky and Zacks 2014]. This year the Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science
Society (CogSci 2016)3 is devoted to the problem of event understanding. Events correspond to stories, but events consist of actions, and actions correspond to sentences.
In turn, actions consist of actors (nouns, agents, hands), objects and tools (nouns and
adjectives), movements and actions and their manner (verbs, adverbs) and goals and
changes. Thus, there is good reason to expect that a compositional theory of event
understanding is possible. Aspects of that theory will determine the specific research
questions to be asked. It is worth noting at this point that the most prominent psychological theory of event representations (TEC-Theory of Event Coding) [Hommel
et al. 2001] suggests that perceptual contents and action plans are coded in a common
representational medium by feature codes with distal reference. Perceived events (perceptions) and to-be-produced events (actions) are equally represented by integrated,
task-tuned networks of feature codes—cognitive structures that they call event codes.
Thus events are used both in perception and planning.
The second insight comes from the field of education. What does it really mean for
a system to successfully integrate vision and language? What does it really mean for
a system to have an understanding of vision and language? Or, to turn the question
around, what does it mean for a human to understand, or how do we know that a
human has understanding of something? The answer to this question is visible in our
educational system: To assess whether someone has an understanding of something,
we give them a test. We ask them questions. All these tests are based on the idea
that comprehension can be tested by asking the subject to perform certain tasks.
If the subject performs those tasks successfully, then comprehension is said to have
happened. Thus, comprehension is a set of testable skills. One popular educational
theory devoted to this is Bloom’s Taxonomy [Bloom et al. 1956; Summers-Stay 2013].
The taxonomy was an effort to categorize skills that could be taught in schools and to
make more clear the meaning of text (language) comprehension. At the lowest level
of this hierarchy was knowledge, because it was a necessary precursor to any other
kind of cognition. It amounts to recognizing and retrieving relevant knowledge from
memory. Next in the hierarchy comes comprehension, that is, to construct meaning
through summarizing, inferring, comparing, and explaining. Next comes application,
that is, the carrying out of a procedure. It is followed by analysis (breaking material
into parts, determining how the parts relate to one another) by synthesis (planning,
producing) and evaluation (judgments and comparisons). Clearly, by following this
viewpoint, educators can design questions at progressive levels of difficulty, as far as
language comprehension is concerned.
We suggest that the same framework can be applied to the problem of understanding
vision and language. Of course children do not need to be taught image understanding
because by the time they go to school they “know” how to see. But we could follow this
framework to teach computers how to integrate vision and language. This is shown
in Figure 1, which also provides our view for future research on the topic. To assess
the understanding of vision and language by a system, we need to ask the system
a set of questions about images and videos and evaluate the answers. Indeed, at the
knowledge level, the system should be able to answer questions related to what is where.
The system will need capabilities to recognize objects and tools, human and their parts,
and specific actions and label events. At the next level, of comprehension, the system
should be able to answer questions related to why and what’s next. In other words,
the system will need capabilities to recognize intentions of the event participants as
3 http://cognitivesciencesociety.org/conference2016/index.html.
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well as to predict what comes next in the sequence. Next comes application and here
the questions have to do with how. Given knowledge of an event, can an agent (robot)
actually perform the same task (learning from imitation). In the analysis, we ask
questions about the components of events and how they relate to each other, while in
the synthesis we ask how to compose new events from our knowledge of existing events.
Finally, in evaluation, we ask questions about the utility of events. We believe this is a
fruitful framework in charting future research.
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